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Treatment 
 
Title: The Foolish Thief 
 
Genre: Fantasy, Comedy, Animation 
 
Target audience:  

 Age rating: PG or 8+ 

 Gender: Both/ either 

 Interests; Magic, fantasy, Mythical creatures 
 
 
Scope: The intent of this story is to be a short animated film, therefore the length of the 
animation may be 10-25 minutes. Although there are some short films being 3-5 minutes 
long I think that this idea would be a long storyline that wouldn’t fit in a full animated film 
and also wouldn’t fit in the less than 10 minute bracket. Therefore I would need to get 
animators to make the 2D animation. Plus I would need voice actors in order to portray the 
characters in the scene. Furthermore I would need the script to be edited to have some 
camera angles in to make the storyboards/ beatboards for the animation. I may need some 
extra actors to make reference footage for the animation. The scale of this animation is big 
(not feature film big) but would need a studio of animators for different scenes in the 
sequence.  
 
Characters:  

 Grex the Goblin- Protagonist 

 King Boogle 

 Burt and Dike (Royal Guards) 

 Judge Grimme  

 Grimme’s assistant 

 Belch the strong- Strongest Guard 
 
Premise:  Grex the Goblin a royal advisor to the Goblin King (King Boogle) is suddenly 
infected with a dreaded sickness known as gold sickness. After being infected Grex becomes 
obsessed over all the gold in King Boogle’s treasury room. Finding Grex in a rather unusual 
state King Boogle has no choice but to banish Grex to the cave of gold where all infected 
Goblins go to feed their obsessions. Soon after Grex’s gold that he collected is stolen by a 
gold loving Crocodile and Grex must find a way to claim it back. 
 
Logline: After being inflicted with a dreaded Goblin sickness, a crazy gold obsessed goblin is 
exiled from the Goblin kingdom after attempting to lick the king’s gold.  
 
Synopsis:  
 
Beginning: 
Grex the Goblin a royal advisor to the Goblin king, King Boogle is summoned into the throne 
room with a rather loud shout down the corridors. King Boogle orders Grex to carry and 
move a huge chest of gold coins from the king’s previous tax collection down to the treasury 
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room.  Along the way Grex is stopped by one of the King’s guards Dike who doesn’t seem to 
recognise Grex from behind the chest. Soon after he lets Grex into the treasury room, 
allowing Grex into the room. But Grex slowly attempts to lift the chest over to one of the 
podiums, until Dike offers to help Grex out. By lifting the large chest over to the podium 
Dike accidently lifts Grex with the chest and squishing him under the chest. Dike calmly 
walks out of the room leaving Grex who is quietly calling out to Dike while still being 
squished under the chest. Managing to escape from being squashed under the chest, Grex 
falls onto the floor attempting to recover from his injury. As he looks around the room, he 
suddenly realises how nice the gold looks, as it sparkles all around him. Feeling like his mind 
is slipping into madness he attempts to leave the treasury room, only to find Dike had 
locked him in to go on a lunch break.   
 
Knocking on the door to be let out for a good few hours, Grex finally starts to lose his mind, 
feeling like he has to open the gold chest he had carried. Struggling to reach the gold chest 
he becomes more and more curious for what was in the chest. Crawling up to the chest 
Grex opens the large chest to find a heap of shiny gold coins. Feeling the temptation to 
touch the gold, Grex becomes so obsessed with the gold and tries to lick the gold coins. 
Going mad with his new sickness for gold, Grex becomes so immersed in the gold that he 
doesn’t realise King Boogle and Dike are trying to open the doors. Dike lacking the basic 
intelligence cannot find his keys to open the doors, giving Grex time to try and lick all the 
gold and then escape. Unfortunately for him Grex is caught out by the king and arrested for 
being infected with Gold sickness. Dike and Burt (royal guards) take Grex away to the 
dungeons with struggles and screams he is thrown into the dungeons to await his trial later 
that day. 
 
Middle: 
The that evening Grex the goblin is dragged out the dungeon where he is to be judged and 
punished for he is new found sickness. Held on a dog leash Grex is held in place by Burt and 
Dike awaiting the arrival of the goblin Judge, Judge Grimme. Judge Grime enters the scene 
with loud echoing footsteps up to the Judging podium. Being a rather tall Goblin compared 
to the other goblins, he towers over the judging panel staring at Grex. As soon as he starts 
introducing the trial a burp appears from under his cloak. Judge Grimme’s assistant is 
standing underneath holding the Judge up on because he is very small. Introducing the trial 
to the crowd of goblin citizens, Judge Grimme pulls out a small but very shiny coin. As Judge 
Grime reveals the coin, Grex then attempts to get the coin pulling and struggling against his 
leash. Feeling scared the crowd insists that Grex is punished for his new sickness, but Judge 
Grime finally decides to banish him to the abandoned gold caves of doom. Struggling to 
move King Boogle calls forth a large strong goblin who grabs Grex by the neck and drop 
kicks him into the distance where the caves are been. With a high pitched scream Grex is 
thrown into the air until he finds the gold coin that is hidden in his overalls and tries to grab 
it.  
 
End: 
After being thrown into the distance, Grex falls into the entrance of the cave, where the 
cave is covered in darkness. Landing in the dark cave, Grex finds a huge collection of gold in 
the cave walls. Feeding his obsession Grex collects a large number of gold coins and 
treasures in his new home, but his obsession lead him to start eating gold and using it to 
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build everything around him. Luckily the ground in the cave has patches of lava allowing 
Grex to forge gold objects. Feeling adjusted to his new surroundings Grex’s obsession grows 
further and further, until the cave echoes out a strange voice making Grex feel rather 
uneasy. Looking around the cave Grex suddenly discovers a rather large and lazy crocodile 
which also has an appeal towards the gold of the cave. The following night as Grex is asleep 
the crocodile named Charles steals Grex’s gold from him and makes a large pile to sleep on. 
On an angry rampage Grex travels to Charles’s part of the cave to steal back his gold. But in 
attempting to steal back his gold Grex accidently destroys the cave leaving him homeless 
and without gold. Meanwhile back at the kingdom King Boogle began to feel sorry for his 
advisor because he was once in a similar situation that he had kept from the kingdom. So 
feeling bad for Grex he goes out into the caves to find Grex and try and cure him of his 
sickness. Finding Grex at the entrance of the cave, who was sitting their feeling upset 
because of losing all his gold. So king Boogle then decided to grab Grex from the entrance 
and let him back into the kingdom hoping to help cure him from the gold sickness that he 
once had.   
 
Step outline: 
 
Scene 1: In this scene Grex the Goblin, is summoned to the throne room by king Boogle, as 
King Boogle shouts down the corridor to get him. Grex arrives tired out from running and 
then is told to move a huge chest of gold coins down to the treasury room. After going the 
wrong way he is told to turn around and Grex makes his way down to the treasury room, 
while struggling to hold up the chest causing Grex to move rather slowly.  
 
Scene 2: Grex soon after leaving the throne room manages to make his way down to the 
treasury room still struggling to hold up the chest. Dike the guard stops him by shouting 
halt. After realising it is Grex in front of him he unlocks the room and lets Grex pass.  
Noticing Grex is struggling Dike lifts the chest easily with Grex hanging on. Dike drops the 
chest on one of the podiums squishing Grex underneath. Dike exits the room leaving Grex 
underneath the chest. Grex is calling out with a quiet voice as being squashed but manages 
to escape from underneath the chest and rushes over to the door. Grex notices the door is 
locked and that Dike is gone. Grex then gets tempted to open the chest of gold coins and 
develops gold sickness. This leads him to start licking the gold and becoming obsessed with 
it. The king then rushes down to the room and slams on the door shouting as Grex is licking 
the gold and Dike is attempting to unlock the door. Grex is then caught and dragged away to 
the dungeons to be trailed later that day.  
 
Scene 3: That evening at the trail, Grex is held by a leash with Dike and Burt (royal guards), 
while King Boogle is sitting in his throne at the front of the room above everyone else. Judge 
Grime enters looking tall and powerful. Then he reaches the judging podium and tries to 
introduce himself, until the Goblin holding Judge Grime on his shoulders burps causing 
silence in the room. Judge Grime reveals a gold coin from his old mouldy desk causing Grex 
to go mad with obsession attempting to snatch it. After crowd confirms Grex should be 
punished, Judge Grime orders Grex to be banished to the gold caves. King Boogle rushes 
down to the podium to confirm the order and calls his large strong Goblin guard. The guard 
grabs Grex by the neck and drop kicks him off into the distance. Grex screams with a high 
pitched voice until he sees a piece of gold that flies with him from out of his pocket.  


